
PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, RIYADH
1ST Semester 2017-2018

Revision Worksheet
Subject: Science Grade: III

Short Answers
Answer these Questions:

Q-1 What two important functions do the ears perform?

Q-2 Why are there fine hairs in the nostrils?

Q-3 How do the taste buds help us to enjoy food?

Q-4 What are the different kinds of tastes?

Q-5 What are receptors? What job do they do?

Q-6 Read the food chain below:

Cabbage-----7caterpillar------?sparrow-----7eagle

Which of the above is a producer and which are consumers?

Q-7 Define Food chain?
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Q-B Write down the four main parts of the food chain?

Q-9 What are herbivores?

Q-10 What is the difference between an insect and a bird?

Q-11 Explain one difference between the honeybee and the locusts?

Q-12 List the different objects in space with an example of each one?

Q-13 How do you think astronauts breathe in space?

Q-14 We cannot see, taste, or smell air, but we can feel it. Explain how?

Q-15 What is air made up of?

Q-16What does the word circuit mean?
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Q-17 What is electricity which moves along wires called?

Q-18 Why does flex have a thin layer of plastic on the outside?

Q-19 Where does the energy in our food come from?

Q-20 Where do machines get energy from?

Q-21 Do you use natural gas at home? How and where is it used?

Q-22 How many types of energy are there?

Q-23 Can energy change from one kind to another?

Q-24 What is sound? How does it travel?

Q-25 How does sound travel?
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Choose the correct answer:

1. The taste buds help us to recognize

a. shapes b. flavours c. healthy food

2. The eyes lie in socket in the

a. joints b. nostrils c.skull

3. Our gets message from our senses to tell us what we see,
hear, taste smell or feel.

a.heart b. brain c. stomach

4. The five senses are------------------------------------------
a. sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch

b. bones, m scles, brain, heart and hands

c. reading, math, spelling, running and writing

5. The process by which plant make their own food is called

(Respiration, Photosynthesis)

6. Animals hich have sharp and pointed teeth (Herbivores, Carnivores)

7. Which animal is an example of omnivores? (Bear, Goat)

8. Living things that cannot produce their own food (Consumer,
Producer)

9. All insect have__ pairs of legs. (3, 6, 2)

10. Insects have__ feelers or antenna. (1, 2, 3)

11. The lifecycle of insect begins with (egg, larva, pupa)

12. The moo orbit around the (Sun, Earth)

13. are huge ball of burning gases. (Stars, Dwarf planets)

14. All eight planets revolve around the . (Sun, Moon)

15. The planet has only one Moon. (Earth, Mars)
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Ccmplete the following sentences:

a.Oecomposersfeedon _

b. Only producers can make _

c. Consumers are those living things that
cannot'------------------------------------------------------
d. A food chain
shows-----------------------------------------------------
Which is the correct food chain?

a. grass --~ deer-----3>

b. lion --~ grass----~ deer

c. deer---3> lion --~ grass

lion

Which anim I might complete this food chain?

lettuce ----3> ~ bird ---3> fox-----
Fill in the blanks using correct words from the box below.

Wings, colony, chitin, kinds, diseases, bones, locusts, complete,

conductor , insulators, circuit

a. Species of insects means of insects.--------
b. Most insects have attached to them that help them to fly.

c. A is a large group of insects living together.

d. Insects su h as can destroy crops.

e. Flies and mosquitoes can cause _

f. Insects do not have , but are covered and supported
by _

g. The path through which a current flows is called a _

h. A circuit is needed for an electric current to flow.
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i. Materials that allow electricity to pass through them are
called-----
j. Materials that do not allow electricity to pass through them are
called-----
Name the following:

1 The colde planet of the solar system _

2 The largest planet of the solar system _

3 Scientists who study the space and the objects in it, _

4 The natura satellite of the Earth--------
5 One comp te turn of the earth on its axis _

6 One comp ete round of the Earth on its orbit _

Fill in the hi nks:

1. corrects the image of an object seen by the eye.

2. It is to put any long and sharp object into the ear
canal.

3. All things give off _

4. We cannot our nose with the tip of our tongue.

5. The top layer of the skin is _

6. are producer.

7. Food gi e~ to living things.

8. The bear i an--------
9. A show how all living things depend upon each other.

10. The atmosphere is full of _

11. There i ot of near the surface of Earth.---
12. The part outside the atmosphere is called _

13. Climbers often have to carry with them.

14. When the air is light and gentle, it is called
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15. We get most of our energy from _

16. There are main kind of energy.

17. A windmill needs the energy to make it work.

18. The sun give out and energy.

19. Sound waves are that cannot be seen.

20. A high itch creates a sound.

21. Sound is a form of------
22. Sound travels in the form of-----
TRUE OR

1. Insects 0 not have bones---
2. All insects have two feelersl antenna----
3. Birds an ats are not insects-----
4. Pests ar useful for plants _

5. There are eight planets in the solar system _

6. Jupiter 1 Moons----
7. Moon i not a natural satellite -----
8. Earth ta e 379 days to complete one revolution _

9. Telesco e is used to study planets, stars and the other object in
space _

Mark the correct statement with a ~ and the wrong statement with a X.
(from book pg-4S, pg-49, pg-65)

1. Carbon dioxide is the most important gas present in the air _

2. There is no air in space _

3. Warm air i heavier than cold air-----
4. Compress ad air is present in a tyre _

5. There is more air higher up in the atmosphere
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6. VVindis moving air _

7. The filament is the path along which electric current flows _

8. Metal and water are conductors of electricity _

9. A gap in the circuit will allow electric current to flow _

10. A cornp ete circuit allows electric current to flow _

11. A pencil and a wooden ruler are good conductors of
electricity _

12. Sound waves can travel only through water and other liquids __

13. High or low sounds mean high or low pitched sounds _

14. Sound waves travel in one direction ---
15. You ca have sound without anything vibrating _

16. Very loud sounds can damage hearing _

17. Less vibration creates louder sound---

*Also pre are all detail questions from notebooks with diagrams.

Draw four arts of eye, Draw a food chain of your own choice, Draw a life
cycle of I' insect, Diagram of conductor and insulator( draw only one),
Draw the en rgetic sheep, Draw the vibrations.

Label the body parts of an insect:
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